The staid European bank was going to roll out a new customer relations concept – “My banker knows me” – at the upcoming retreat for its top 47 managers. The concept was bold, but would these managers really understand its impact for their on-the-job behavior? Would it become just another brassy but superficial slogan doomed to die of cynicism, a casualty of BOHICA – bend over, here it comes again? If it was to really affect the fortunes of the bank, these 47 individuals would have to embody the concept in their work – but how to get them to that point?

The Limits of Discussion for Organizational Change

In many strategic initiatives or change programs, there is a vast amount of talking as new concepts or structures are launched within an organization. Those in authority present the new information, discussions with the audience begin, questions are posed and answers offered, and arguments sometimes ensue. On the presenter’s side, the desire is to be clear; direct; and visionary; but for the audience, the desire is to understand. Having listened, questioned, or debated, they often retreat to water coolers and coffee breaks to figure out what the new initiative means – and, more importantly, what they will have to do.

In fact, fundamental assumptions about what is being presented or evaluated may not always be included in the discussion, with the result that discussions fail to reach authentic consensus or illuminate the crucial points of disagreement. For all the value that such discussion has, it is limited by the fact that it is usually only verbal in nature. The understanding that is sought consists of more than just speech – it consists of behavior as well. This is especially important for the managers who are to drive the change throughout their organization, taking front-line responsibility for identifying and promoting the new behaviours. What is needed is a deep, shared understanding that enables employees to put the new concept into practice in their jobs. Our research suggests that embodied metaphors are remarkably practical for this purpose.

The Practicality of Metaphors

A Harvard researcher once watched how a product team seeking new ideas for a paintbrush was stymied again and again in their work. Their breakthrough came as one member noticed an underlying idea: “A paintbrush is basically a kind of pump”, he said, stimulating his colleagues to look at the dynamics of paint flow in a way that lead ultimately to a successful new brush design. Metaphors, therefore, are potent tools for understanding how the world works, and how to make things work. The usefulness of metaphors extends deep into the way that organizations function, too. Managers and employees alike hold deeply-seated, often unconscious notions of what their organizations are – machines, organisms, or networks – which act as underlying metaphors shaping the way that work gets done.

In the heavy atmosphere of expectation following the DG’s opening speech for the day, the 47 assembled top bankers were focused intensely at small tables as they struggled to interpret the new “My banker knows me” concept. They had a variety of small-scale building materials in front of them, and at each table some 6-7 individuals were collaboratively assembling a model that interpreted how they were to use the concept in their jobs. Laughter occasionally rippled around the room, as participants were surprised to discover exciting new angles. Their nervousness began to give way to delight in the insights they were generating. Finally, each table presented a model to their gathered colleagues. The central idea for one table, cleverly illustrated in wavy chains that radiated out from the heads of customers to converge on the head of the banker, was that “we need to get on the same wavelength as our customers.” At another, to whoops of recognition from their colleagues, the individuals presented a model showing how “getting into the Jacuzzi with customers” illustrated the sort of psychological intimacy they were being called to build with their customers.
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